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Keratin Hair Treatments: Keratin Treatment is a MIRACLE HAIR STRAIGHTENING
TREATMENT.Invest in Your Yair, it is The Crown You Never Take Off!Keratin
Treatment is a Rejuvenating Hair Treatment which eliminates Frizz and curls
without causing hair damage and leaves hair straight, softer, silkier and shinier. If
you want your hair to look flat ironed straight without spending styling time, GO
FOR THE KERATIN HAIR TREATMENT!The treatment is attractive to many women,
with curly and frizzy hair is because it reduces the styling and blow dry time,
straightens the hair and make it look silky and shiny without any effort. With so
many benefits, none of you can say no to the Keratin treatment. It is the best
solution to repair and restore your dry and damaged hair. It’s also incredible for
split ends and heat prevention.If your hair has been damaged from chemicals due
to coloring, highlighting or Sun burn, Keratin Treatment is the smoothing treatment
that build the cell deep in to the hair shaft again and brings back the beauty of your
hair, using revolutionary formulas.The Keratin treatment infuses Keratin which is a
type of Protein deep into the cuticle of your hair reducing the frizz and creating a
protein layer around the hair making it straight and shiny. That’s the reason why it
is also known as Anti-Frizz Hair treatment. It completely eliminates the frizz for up
to six months.The process take between 2 to 6 hours, depending on the length and
thickness of your hair and comes with some Sacrifices. You should not wash your
hair for three days after the treatment, and avoid to put in clips, to maximize the
positive result. To maintain the highly efficient Keratin Treatment effect, it is
recommended to avoid Sea Salt water.If you are ready to do the treatment with us,
you’ve chosen the right place to do your hair treatment and get rid of the frizzed
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and damaged hair; the process is done in a well-ventilated salon and the
Products

used for the process is from famous Brazilian brands and of high quality standards.
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